I am an actual human not a bot (I have read these "comment" sites are riven with cut and paste quotes you all then use to justify things like destroying Fiduciary rule...) . And yes you have already destroyed the fiduciary rule - I pay .79 for a proprietary Voya S&P 500 Index Fund in my 401-K when I could get one outside it for < 1/10 that. So now you come for ESG - clearly this is political (hence the short comment window) . DO YOUR JOB and watch out for investor costs first before you try to throttle them with a Trumpian tilt to oil and more. I am disgusted. Forlorn and more. SHAME ON YOU. Even Morningstar who is an independent commentator is Pro-ESG. This is disgusting, politically motivated and not academically appropriate. Do your job not Republican and big-oil bidding